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Abstract: this article focuses on the relationship between two Czech communist 
intellectuals whose ideas it attempts to situate in the broader history of twenti-
eth-century Czechoslovakia: Karel Teige (1900-1951), a leading member of the 
European avant-garde; and Ladislav Štoll (1902-1981), a prominent journalist 
in the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. Standard historical accounts have 
used morally simplistic categories to create a stark opposition between Teige and 
Štoll: After the communist seizure of power in 1948, the former suff ered in-
tense repression for his heretical support of the avant-garde, whereas the latter 
became a leading architect of Zhdanovite socialist realism. Th e goal of this article, 
however, is to problematize such oppositions by focusing instead on the many 
intellectual and political commonalties both men shared. In doing so it under-
mines the Cold War myth of a communist monolith imposed from above that 
separated the ideologically loyal from those who refused to tow the offi  cial line. 
Drawing upon a range of archival and secondary sources, the article demonstrates 
that until 1950, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia never had a monolithic 
“line” on art and culture, making it anachronistic to impose concrete boundaries 
between “true believers” and intellectual “heretics.” To the contrary, Teige insisted 
throughout his life that his avant-garde aesthetics (which he based on French 
Surrealism and Russian Constructivism) were consistent with the Soviet doctrine 
of socialist realism. At the same time, Party functionaries such as Štoll largely 
tolerated, if not agreed with such opinions—despite how greatly such opinions 
deviated from the Soviet norm after 1937.
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Th e specter of communism may be gone from Eastern Europe, but it con-
tinues to haunt our historiography.1 Th rough deliberate acts of obfuscation 
and the inherent biases of ideological precepts, the communist regimes of the 
former East bloc have entrenched a number of historical oversights and dis-
tortions that still await revision. Th e goal of this article is to address one such 
issue by revealing how communist functionaries in Czechoslovakia reshaped 
their own cultural and intellectual history in the interwar Czech Left, 1918-
1938. One of the central features of communist thinking in Czechoslovakia as 
it related to the interwar era was a divide between progressive or constructive 
(budovatelský) intellectuals who backed the monolithic line of the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCS), and those who defi ed or opposed it. Once 
determined, this boundary became sacrosanct, separating loyal “socialist real-
ists” from bourgeois cosmopolitans. Anyone who challenged or revised this 
line before the onset of “de-Stalinization” in 1956 faced reprobation and pub-
lic banishment; thereafter it became a topic of frequent and heated debate as 
multiple attempts were made to “rehabilitate” denounced intellectuals (living 
and dead) by demonstrating their loyalty to the CPCS.

Among the most contentious individuals in the Czech Stalinist historiog-
raphy of interwar culture were those from the avant-garde—a catchall term 
for proponents of modern art movements such as French Surrealism and Rus-
sian Constructivism. Th ese individuals were part of a generation of European 
intellectuals, born roughly between 1895 and 1905, who maintained close 
contact with the CPCS and defi ned their social responsibilities in relation to 
Marxism, communism, and the Soviet Union. Almost from the beginning, 
the relationship between the Czech avant-garde and the CPCS was fraught 
with complexities. Diff erent individuals at various points stood alongside, ig-
nored, or opposed the Party and its never-ending internecine battles, which 
grew especially acrimonious in the mid-1930s when the Soviet Union so-
lidifi ed its opposition to all forms of modern art. Czech communists and 
avant-garde intellectuals nevertheless enjoyed decades of political cooperation 
and intellectual cross-fertilization. Th eir bonds frayed only after the commu-
nist seizure of power in February 1948, when former avant-gardists fell prey 
to harsh political campaigns. Even still, those who repudiated their interwar 
heritage escaped persecution—whether out of enthusiasm, opportunism, fear, 
or some combination thereof. Th e Party’s offi  cial doctrine of “socialist realism” 
was less an aesthetic theory than a political litmus test, proof of one’s loyalty 
and amenability to the narratives propagated by the Party leadership.

1 My deepest gratitude to the Fulbright-Hays Program and Northwestern University’s Ro-
berta Buff ett Center for International and Comparative Studies for funding this research proj-
ect, and the History Department of Utah State University for the time to complete the article. 
Special thanks to Muriel Blaive and Benjamin Frommer for reading and commenting upon 
various drafts.
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Th is article focuses on a single relationship between two leading intellec-
tuals from the Czech Left, one a member of the avant-garde and the other a 
lifelong CPCS functionary, in their eff orts to translate communist ideology 
into a Czech context. Th e fi rst is the theoretician and polemicist Karel Teige 
(1900-1951), the leading light of various avant-garde movements until his 
tragic death. Th e second is the journalist and Party functionary Ladislav Štoll, 
the architect of Zhdanovite socialist realism in Czechoslovakia, known as the 
“gravedigger of Czech culture”. I contend, using the interactions between 
Teige and Štoll as my evidence, that until 1950 the CPCS never had a mono-
lithic position on art and culture, making a concrete boundary between leftist 
intellectuals impossible. To this end I present a chronological overview of two 
distinct historical periods; fi rst is that of the 1930s under the democratic First 
Republic; and the second is that of the 1940s and early 1950s, when Czecho-
slovakia transformed into a Stalinist dictatorship. I hope to demonstrate that 
the defi ning feature of communist cultural politics was not an opposition be-
tween loyal socialist realists and avant-garde idealists, but rather a complex se-
ries of disputes within a loosely defi ned political framework. Having done so, 
I then consider the emergence of the myth of the opposition between socialist 
realists and the avant-garde at the height of Stalinist terror. In conclusion I 
consider how and why this myth has been perpetuated not just by communist 
historians, but also by dissident writers, western scholars, and, after 1989, the 
Czech public. Even today a clear distinction continues to exist between those 
who collaborated with the CPCS and its avant-garde victims.

Alliances on the left front

Teige and Štoll fi rst became politically active in the early 1930s, when they 
held prominent positions in the communist affi  liated cultural organization 
Left Front, arguably the largest arts movement in interwar Czechoslovakia. 
Outside this common political alliance however, the two men had little in 
common. By the late 1920s, Teige stood among the most infl uential members 
of the Czech avant-garde as the theoretical spokesman for the arts associa-
tion Devětsil (1920-1930).2 Th rough his prolifi c writings he engaged every 
major cultural debate of the interwar era, both in Czechoslovakia and abroad. 
He was an active participant in CIAM (Congrès international d’architecture 
moderne  – International Congress of Modern Architecture), where he be-
came a dogmatic proponent of architectural functionalism.3 Among his most 

2  “Devětsil” or “nine strengths” is the Czech word for the fl ower Butterbur. Th e 
group was founded in 1920 as the Umělecký svaz Devětsil (Devětsil Artists Union) and 
renamed in 1925 as Svaz moderní kultury Devětsil (Devětsil union of modern culture).

3 Rostislav ŠVÁCHA, “Before and After the Mundaneum: Teige as Th eoretician 
of the Architectural Avant-Garde”, in Eric DLUHOSCH and Rostislav ŠVÁCHA 
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infl uential architectural writings was the essay “Th e Minimum Dwelling and 
the Collective House”, which presented a hive-like model of collective apart-
ment blocs as the solution to the interwar European housing crisis.4 Outside 
his infl uential theoretical works, he also worked as a typographer, playwright, 
and photographer. Among his most famous artistic contributions was a series 
of constructivist illustrations for Vítězslav Nezval’s poem Alphabet (Abeceda), 
which combined dance photographs of Milča Mayerová with highly stylized 
letters and geometric shapes. He also produced dozens of photo collages and 
book covers, which have been displayed in museums and art galleries around 
the world.

Teige and his colleagues in the avant-garde, similarly to their European 
contemporaries, maintained an active interest in Marxism and socialist poli-
tics, which they believed were central not just to their artistic goals, but also 
their broader social responsibilities as intellectuals. Although Teige was never 
a card-carrying member of the CPCS, he frequently discussed the revolu-
tionary relationship between art and politics, for example in essays such as 
“Art Bazaar” (Jarmark umění), which celebrated the traditions of the Russian 
avant-garde and its active involvement in Soviet culture. He was also an ac-
tive member of the communist student group Kostufra, where he befriended 
a circle of Party activists in the journal Avantgarda (Avant-Garde) who later 
accepted infl uential positions in the CPCS and its publishing houses. His sup-
port for the CPCS grew especially strong after 1929, when the newspaper edi-
tor and propagandist Klement Gottwald seized control of the Party leadership 
with support from Moscow and the Communist International. Gottwald had 
contacts in the avant-garde, most notably the Slovak group Dav (Mass) from 
Bratislava, where he spent the early part of his career.5 Although support for 
Gottwald (and the CPCS more generally) was not universal among the Czech 
and Slovak Left, thirteen leading intellectuals were willing to sign a statement 
co-written by Teige in November 1929 that proclaimed: “We are certain that 
it is the communist party that has been, and unequivocally must be, the leader 
of the revolution and thereby the standard-bearer of all our cultural eff orts”.6

(eds.), Karel Teige/1900-1951: L’Enfant Terrible of the Czech Modernist Avant-garde, 
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1999, pp. 106-139.

4 Karel TEIGE, “Th e Minimum Dwelling and the Collective House”, in Eric DLUHO-
SCH and Rostislav ŠVÁCHA (eds.), Karel Teige/1900-1951: L’Enfant Terrible of the Czech Mod-
ernist Avant-garde, pp. 194-215.

5 For example, Vlado Clementis and Laco Novomeský met Gottwald while mem-
bers of Dav in the mid-1920s, and accepted leading positions in the CPCS after 
1929. See: Jaroslav BOUČEK, 27.6.1950 - Poprava Záviše Kalandry: česká kulturní 
avantgarda a KSČ, Prague: Havran, 2006, pp. 23-25.

6 Masarkyův ústav Akademie věd české republiky (MÚA AVČR), Ladislav Štoll – 
osobní fond, f. 445, k. 6.
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Czechoslovakia thus off ered fertile grounds for cooperation between the avant-
garde and the Communist Party in the early 1930s, and it was Teige who stood 
at the center of this cooperation. Shortly after Gottwald’s rise to power he joined 
with his colleagues from Kostufra to found a cultural political organization named 
the Left Front, based loosely on the ideas of the Soviet journal Novy LEF (New 
LEF, or Left Front of the Arts). As President of the Left Front, Teige recruited 
hundreds of members from various fi elds in the arts and sciences, and established 
Left Front chapters in cities and towns across Czechoslovakia—including Slova-
kia and Subcarpathian Ruthenia. Th rough a dense network of committees, each 
dedicated to diff erent spheres of cultural production, the central Prague offi  ce or-
ganized public speeches and debates, established reading rooms and libraries, and 
organized “ennobling” activities such as fi lm clubs and walking tours.7 Among its 
most successful endeavors was the Left Front publishing house, one of the most 
infl uential leftist publishing houses in interwar Czechoslovakia. 

Although Teige was successful in his eff orts to build the Left Front into 
a mass organization, the group was hampered by ongoing debates over the 
role of culture in communist politics. Initially, the Left Front maintained its 
distance from the CPCS, in no small part because political partisanship in 
cultural organizations was illegal according to the 1923 Law for the Protection 
of the Republic. Police reports suggest that this aloofness was a façade: Th e 
Left Front established an „illegal branch” in spring 1930 that regularly met 
with CPCS functionaries and distributed Party propaganda. Party activists 
nevertheless found Teige’s leadership too moderate, and demanded that the 
Left Front subordinate itself openly to the CPCS. With criticisms mount-
ing, Teige resigned as president of the Left Front in September 1930. As he 
predicted, when the Left Front became the offi  cial cultural wing of the CPCS 
the following spring, the police responded with a wave of raids and arrests.8 
Nevertheless, and contrary to the assertions of historian Ladislav Cabada that 
“the Devětsil generation” of avant-garde intellectuals “had nothing to do with 
the Left Front” after its subordination to the CPCS in 1931, several promi-
nent members maintained an active presence in the group amidst police re-
pression.9 Among them was Teige, who headed the group’s highly infl uential 
architectural section even after the main organization had collapsed.

7 Th e group’s founding statement and charters are available in: ReD: měsíčník pro 
moderní kulturu , vol. III, (November 1929), p. 48; Index, roč. I, č. 12 (1929), p. 6-7; 
Archiv hlavního města Prahy (AMP), MHMP II: Národní výbor hl. m. Prahy – Odbor 
Vnitřích Věcí, Spolkový Katastr, SK XXII/1537, k. 936.

8 Moravský zemský úřad (MZA), Policejní ředitelství Brno, vol. B 40/I, č.j. 
24792/35, fascikl 429; cf., NA, PMV, sig. 225-801-1; MZA, Policejní ředitelství Brno, 
folio 13-98 (Levá fronta); Národní archiv (NA), PMV, sig. 225-801-1.

9 See especially, Ladislav CABADA, Komunismus, Levicová Kultura a Česká Politika 
1890-1938, Plzěn: Ales Cenek, 2005, p. 154.
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During its halcyon days under Teige’s leadership, the Left Front attracted 
hundreds of young intellectuals, many of whom later became prominent CPCS 
functionaries. Among them was the banker and aspiring poet Ladislav Štoll 
(1902-1981), whose work in the Left Front launched his career as a Marxist 
critic. Štoll entered the public sphere in 1927 with his fi rst and only poetry col-
lection, Man from an Airplane (Člověk z aeroplánu), which drew upon the avant-
garde’s optimistic faith in modern technology as a progressive social force. After 
that work received lukewarm critical reception, Štoll turned against the avant-
garde, which he began accusing of snobbishness and superfi ciality. His fi rst de-
bate with Karel Teige exploded onto the pages of cultural journals in November 
1929 when he criticized Czech literati for using foreign words that were “in-
comprehensible” to the working classes.10 In response, Teige blasted Štoll for his 
“short-sighted, insidious chauvinism and sentimental, philological nationalism” 
that failed to recognize the plasticity of language.11 Although insignifi cant on its 
own accord, this encounter betrays the insecurities of a lesser-known writer and a 
condescending intellectual heavyweight. Štoll never mentioned the exchange in 
his later writings, but he kept a well-worn copy of the articles in his fi les.12

Štoll gained notoriety among the Czech Left in 1930 for an exposé of the 
Prague fi nancial system published in the Left Front journal. Th e following 
year he became chief editor of Left Front, now controlled by the CPCS. Un-
der Štoll’s stewardship the journal shifted away from arts and cultural aff airs 
towards more typical Party fare: political economy, labor strikes, and ideo-
logical debates. Despite promises to the contrary, this new layout was hardly 
more popular among readers than Teige’s avant-garde journals, fi lled with 
“incomprehensible” intellectualism. As subscription rates plummeted, Štoll 
slashed the journal’s size and print run to keep solvent. After a failed attempt 
to establish a bi-monthly German language edition, which Štoll funded with 
personal loans, he was forced to shutter the publications and default on his 
debt.13 Although Štoll’s editorial leadership bore considerable blame for this 
debacle, the CPCS transferred him to other communist publications, where 
he emerged as a key voice in ongoing cultural debates.

Debating socialist (sur)realism

Although the relationship between Štoll and Teige was not especially close, 
they remained remarkably collegial into the mid-1930s. Debates over the 

10 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 42.
11 Karel TEIGE, “Od internationálních slov k internacionální řeči”, in Odeon, roč. I, (De-

cember 1929).
12 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 42.
13 Ladislav ŠTOLL, “Úředníci”, in Levá fronta, January 12, 1931, p. 2, MÚA AVČR, Zde-

něk Nejedlý – Korespondence úřední, f. 373 ZN, (Levá fronta Praha).
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formation of the Czech Surrealist group in 1934 are instructive to this end. 
Since the expulsion of André Breton from the French Communist Party in 
1933, Soviet intellectuals had intensifi ed their attacks against the Surrealists 
and other “decadents” in the European avant-garde. Ilya Ehrenberg was espe-
cially vicious, accusing the Surrealists of anti-revolutionary tendencies, salon 
communism, and sexual perversions such as homosexuality and bestiality.14 
Th e Czech avant-garde nevertheless defended Surrealism as consistent with 
the emerging Soviet doctrine of socialist realism and rejected Ehrenburg’s 
attacks as “fl awed”. When they founded a Czech chapter of the Surrealist 
Group in winter 1933/34, they made a point of sending a conciliatory letter 
to the CPCS leadership to proclaim their loyalties.15 Although not initially 
a member of the Czech Surrealist Group, Karel Teige was among those who 
defended Surrealism as consistent with the communist movement. According 
to Teige, because Western intellectuals played a unique social and political 
role in bourgeois society, Soviet cultural norms did not necessarily apply. In 
the Soviet Union, artistic works were fundamentally “constructive”, necessary 
for the building and defense of a new social and economic order; in the West, 
progressive art (such as Surrealism) must be “destructive” to hasten the col-
lapse of capitalist society.16 

Surprisingly, Teige and the Surrealists pointed to the proceedings of the 
1934 Soviet Writers Congress to defend Surrealism—an ironic position given 
its participants’ near universal condemnations of “Freudianism” and “mod-
ernism”. Indeed, although the 1934 Congress made offi  cial the adoption of 
socialist realism in the Soviet Union, as Régine Robin has nevertheless noted, 
“the shouting had not died down” over what this precisely meant.17 Far from 
the monolithic doctrine it later became, socialist realism in the mid-1930s 
was ambiguous and contested, not least among Soviet intellectuals. Among 
the divergent voices was Nikolai Bukharin, whose speech at the Writers Con-
gress on the “multi-valence” of socialist art provided avant-garde movements 
with a useable defense of artistic plurality (not just in Czechoslovakia but 
also in the Soviet Union and beyond). Czech Surrealists therefore rejected 
Soviet criticisms of “decadent” art (such as Ehrenburg’s) as the fl awed reason-
ing of isolated individuals. Even CPCS functionaries such as Štoll, despite his 
criticism of Surrealism as antithetical to the materialist nature of social reality, 
seemed amenable to this interpretation in his reports on the Writers Congress. 

14 Lenka BYDŽOVSKÁ, “Th e Rift Between Surrealism and Socialist Realism”, in Polana 
BREGANTOVÁ et al. (eds.), Adolf Hoff meister (1902-1973), Praha: Gallery, 2004, pp. 114-115.

15 On the French Surrealists and the PCF, see Jeff erson CARTER, “Communism and the 
French Intellectuals, 1919-1923”, in Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. 11, no. 3, 
(June 1969), pp. 241-257; Nezval’s letter to the CPCS in: MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 66.

16  Lenka BYDŽOVSKÁ, op. cit., pp. 113-114.
17 Régine ROBIN, Socialist Realism: An Impossible Aesthetic, Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 1992, p. 10.
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Surrealism, according to Teige and his colleagues, was consistent with Soviet 
socialist realism as a revolutionary aesthetic.18

With the proceedings of the Soviet Writers Congress still echoing in the 
press, Štoll and Teige co-organized a public debate on the political signifi cance 
of Surrealism and its relationship to socialist realism. According to police re-
ports, more than one thousand attendees packed the large hall of the Prague 
city library on 29 May 1934 to watch a dozen prominent Czech intellectuals 
discuss Surrealism and the “revolutionary front”.19 Th e participants’ opinions 
were hardly straightforward. Teige, although an ardent defender of Surreal-
ism, echoed the Soviet Writers Congress in its rejection of “Freudism”, whose 
theories “became in the words of Lenin «petite philosophie», once they depart 
[from psychoanalysis] and are applied to diff erent fi elds”. Záviš Kalandra, a 
friend of André Breton, argued similarly that French Surrealists had overem-
phasized idealism to the detriment of their relationship to the working classes. 
Party critics were equally nuanced. Štoll argued that Surrealism suff ered from 
an “individualist mentality” that diluted the effi  cacy of art as a pedagogical tool, 
but praised the “revolutionary elements” of Surrealist thinking and the Czech 
group’s political commitments. Another Party functionary emphasized the posi-
tive relationship between Surrealism and socialist realism, not least because the 
working classes “look upon Surrealism positively”. Th e Party daily Rudé právo 
concluded that although Surrealism was not the “best answer” to contemporary 
questions, the popularity of the debate proved that a common front with pro-
gressive intellectuals fostered public interest in revolutionary politics.20

Among the debate participants, the literary critic Fedor Soldán was the 
only to reject Surrealism as a political and counter-revolutionary “deviation”.21 
In other words he stood alone in espousing the actual Soviet line. Ironically, 
party critics joined the avant-garde in rejecting Soldán’s argument as retrograde 
and “reactionary”. Štoll had already derided Soldán’s “bombastic, unserious 
manner” towards the Surrealists weeks prior to the debate. Th e party journal 
Rudé právo echoed that “[Soldán’s] citations [of Soviet sources] were errone-
ous – to be sure, their usage and explication was completely mechanical and 
imprecise”.22 When Teige and Štoll later compiled the debates into an edited 
volume titled Surrealism in Discussion [Surrealismus v diskusi], they excluded 
Soldán’s contribution.23 Such a striking level of cooperation and collegiality 

18  Vítězslav NEZVAL, “K referátu o večeru skupiny surrealistů”, in Rudé právo, May 17, 
1934; Karel TEIGE, “Socialistický realismus a surrealismus”, in Karel TEIGE (ed.), Socialis-
tický realismus, Praha: Knihovna Levé fronty, 1935; Ladislav Štoll, “Co vzkazují sovětší spisova-
telé československým”, in Rudé právo, September 28, 1934, p. 4.

19 AMP, SK XXII/1537, k. 936.
20 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 22.
21 Ibidem.
22 Ibidem.  
23 Ladislav ŠTOLL and Karel TEIGE (eds.), Surrealismus v diskusi – sborník, Prague: Kni-

hovná levé fronty, 1934.
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thus makes it diffi  cult to agree with opinions such as those expressed by Karel 
Srp, a leading authority on the Czech avant-garde, that by the early 1930s, 
„orthodox communists… had already recognized that the parlor socialism of 
[the Czech avant-garde] was of little help to the envisaged revolution”.24 

Turning against the current

Although the relationship between CPCS functionaries and avant-garde 
intellectuals was less antagonistic than portrayed in historical literature, the 
twilight years of the First Czechoslovak Republic signify a historic rupture. 
Th is break nevertheless occurred gradually through 1937/38. As Hitler’s 
growing aggression combined with the explosive popularity of the pro-Nazi 
Sudeten German Party in the Czechoslovak borderlands, debates between 
Czech intellectuals over art and culture among began to assume momentous 
signifi cance as questions that determined the very fate of the Republic. Mean-
while, the Spanish Civil War and murky reports of the Soviet purges fractured 
the Czech Left between those who uncritically supported international com-
munism and those who questioned Stalin’s policies as de-stablizing or even 
dangerous. Relations between the CPCS and the Czechoslovak government 
also underwent a fundamental transformation. Party radicalism following 
Hitler’s rise to power in 1933 forced various functionaries to fl ee the country 
– Štoll among them. After a lengthy sojourn in Moscow, they began returning 
to Prague in 1935 when Czechoslovak-Soviet relations were normalized and 
the Communist International (Comintern) shifted towards a more moderate 
“Popular Front” policy. Th e result was an infl ux of Party functionaries versed 
in Stalinist politics who enjoyed political tolerance in a democratic state.

Amidst the mounting terror of the show trials, Teige’s role as a promoter 
of Soviet culture grew increasingly diffi  cult. After his departure from the Left 
Front he remained politically active in a Czechoslovak-Soviet friendship soci-
ety (Společnost pro hospodářské a kulturní sblížení s SSSR, or SHKS), in which 
he served as chief editor for its journals. Although Teige normally avoided 
critical remarks regarding the land of “existing socialism”, the execution of the 
Bolshevik old guard in summer 1936 demanded commentary. In a Septem-
ber 1936 editorial for the SHKS journal Praha-Moskva (Prague-Moscow), he 
forged a delicate response that expressed dismay with the execution of Lenin’s 
friends but defended such drastic measures as necessary to protect the only 
socialist state in the world from its enemies. More ominously, he accused any-
one who criticized the Show Trials as a threat to the struggle against fascism.25

24 Karel SRP, “Devětsil: An Epilogue”, in Rostislav Švachá, (ed.), Devětsil: Czech Avant-
Garde Art, Architecture, and Design of the 1920s and ‘30s, London: Museum of Modern Art, 
Oxford, and the Design Museum, 1990, p. 82.

25 Zápasy o smysl moderní tvorby, Praha: Československý spisovatel, 1969, pp. 335-349.
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Despite the mostly supportive tone of Teige’s statement, the SHKS leader-
ship decided at the last moment to publish a new editorial by the Czech cor-
respondent for the Soviet press agency TASS, most likely a Soviet agent, who 
betrayed no hint of Teige’s thoughtfullness or regret. Outraged that the SHKS 
acted without his approval, Teige promptly resigned from the journal. Desperate 
to present a unifi ed front, he nevertheless agreed to remain on the SHKS central 
committee amidst a storm of articles in Praha-Moskva denouncing “lofty” intel-
lectuals for refusing to support the USSR.26 To the broader public he would have 
thus appeared in agreement with such attacks. In many respects he was. Amidst 
the SHKS debacle he refused to sign a protest with the Czech Surrealists against 
the expulsion of André Breton from the International Congress of Writers for the 
Defense of Culture earlier that summer. According to Teige, the protest had been 
“too critical” of the Soviet Union.27

Teige maintained the façade of unity with SHKS until winter 1936/37, 
when an acrimonious debate broke out over the French author Andre Gide. 
Th e aff air began with the publication of Gide’s Return from the Soviet Union, 
an account of the author’s trip to the USSR, where he met with Party lead-
ers, factory workers, and everyday citizens. Unlike other foreign intellectuals 
who traveled to the Soviet East and published gushy accounts of utopia on 
earth, Gide off ered a more somber assessment, citing bread lines, poor fac-
tory conditions, and public apathy towards the government. Th e resulting 
“Gide aff air” – in essence a debate over whether Gide should have told the 
truth – galvanized intellectuals across Europe and the Americas, the majority 
of whom condemned the text as slander.28 Th e aff air grew especially vicious in 
Czechoslovakia. Still reeling from his rebuke at SHKS, Teige stood among the 
few to defend Gide’s book, which he argued was an honest attempt to address 
fl aws in the Soviet system. Alluding to his own experiences he warned: “Th e 
opinion that any criticism of the country that led the revolution is blasphemy 
or a counter-revolutionary act, I daresay, stands in fundamental opposition to 
the character of revolutionary socialism”.29 His colleagues in SHKS disagreed 
and derided Gide as a degenerate pornographer. Teige resigned from SHKS 
soon thereafter.

Although Teige’s opinions were changing, he did not break publicly 
with the CPCS over the Gide aff air; nor did Party critics condemn him for 

26 Jiří KŘEST’AN, “KSČ, společnost pro hospodárské a kulturní styky s SSSR a obraz 
Sovětského svazu v prostředí české levicové inteligence (1925-1939)”, in Zdeněk KÁRNÍK and 
Michal KOPEČEK (eds.), Bolševismus, komunismus a radikální socialismus v československu, vol. 
II, Prague: Ústav pro soudobé dějiny AV ČR a Dokořán, 2004, pp. 104-105.

27 Literární archiv Pamatník národního pisemnictví Praha (LA PNP), Vítězslav Nezval – 
osobní korespondence, 139/62, 94-323-325, (Karel Teige).

28 For an account of the Gide aff air, see: Ludmilla STERN, Western Intellectuals and the So-
viet Union, 1920-40: From Red Square to the Left Bank, London & New York: Routledge, 2007.

29 Jaroslav BOUČEK, op. cit., p. 71.
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defending Gide with the same fervency as they did other voices of dissent. 
Štoll, by now a prominent voice in the CPCS, noted only that Teige held “pe-
culiar” (zvláštní) opinions that played into the hands of “Trotskyites” but “are 
unique from Trotskyism insofar as they relate to the economic and social de-
velopment of the USSR”.30 Such responses outraged the Party’s more radical 
proponents for being too muted. Lead among them was the poet and cultural 
critic S.K. Neumann, an advocate of Soviet cultural trends since the outbreak 
of the Bolshevik revolution. Although Neumann had not been a major fi gure in 
the communist press since 1929, when he publicly criticized Gottwald’s leader-
ship and was expelled from the CPCS, he recaptured the political spotlight with 
his unambiguously titled manifesto Anti-Gide, or Optimism Without Supersti-
tions and Illusions (Anti-Gide, nebolí optimismus bez pověr a ilusí). Taking the 
stance of a Stalinist hardliner, Neumann accused Gide and his defenders, in-
cluding Teige, of criticizing the “contemporary reality” of the Soviet Union with 
a naïve vision of utopia. Disregarding the collective social importance of the 
Soviet Union with their petty criticism, Gide and his allies in the Czech avant-
garde had succumbed to the moral “hedonism” and political recklessness of 
liberal individualism, by which “man cannot quench his thirst for happiness”.31

Th anks to Anti-Gide, and a string of articles on modern culture that fol-
lowed soon thereafter, Neumann became a cause célèbre of the pro-Stalinist 
Left. Among his champions was Štoll, who later used Anti-Gide as the basis for 
his writings on socialist realism. According to Štoll’s postwar reminiscences, 
the signifi cance of the text came from its depiction of the disunity that under-
mined the anti-fascist front. As the only socialist state in the world, the USSR 
had a right to use whatever means it found necessary to defend itself against 
enemies, greatest among them Nazi Germany, and maintain this unity. As 
late as 1971, in an introduction to Neumann’s Anti-Gide, Štoll continued to 
insist: “Th e repression that the Soviet state used against its political opponents 
[in the late 1930s] constituted repression against real enemies in the interest 
of socialism”.32 Štoll was not alone in such thinking. Although several Party 
critics balked at Neuman’s essays, they kept their disagreements private. Even 
Neumann admitted in private that his accusations were “outlandish”. By mid-
1937, however, the only acceptable public position had become fealty to the 
Soviet line.33 

Whereas Štoll embraced the Soviet Union as the only hope for unity 
against Nazi Germany, Teige moved rapidly in the opposite direction. At an 
exhibition of the Czech Surrealist Group in January 1938 he began to openly 
compare Neumann’s criticism of the “hedonistic” avant-garde with campaigns 

30 Ladislav ŠTOLL, “Diskuse o Gideově knize”, in Tvorba, č. 4, January 22, 1937.
31 S.K. NEUMANN, Anti-Gide: neboli, optimismus bez pověr a ilusí, Prague: Svoboda, 

1946, pp. 28-29.
32 Ibidem, p. 5, MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 29.
33 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 27.
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against Entartete Kunst in Nazi Germany. Most shocking to Teige was the vio-
lence of Neumann’s rhetoric, which, as it spread throughout the communist 
press, was precipitating a moment when the so-called „café dregs” of modern 
art would be “nailed to the pillory”.34 Teige did not target Neumann alone—
in an extended version of the speech published that spring as Surrealism 
against the Current (Surrealismus proti proudu), he framed his criticism more 
broadly as a response to Štoll and other Party critics, whom he accused of 
projecting “Soviet cultural reaction onto the West.” Meanwhile, as the CPCS 
and its sycophants defended the USSR, modern art was disappearing from 
Soviet galleries and members of the Russian avant-garde were being arrested 
in the night.35 After a growing unease with growing self-censorship in the left-
ist press, attacks against the avant-garde thus constituted a tipping point for 
Teige and those who supported him, including most of the Czech Surrealists. 
No matter how great a threat Nazi Germany was to Czechoslovakia, the Soviet 
Union, or anyone else, they could no longer abide by this devil’s bargain. In 
Teige’s words, socialist realism as currently envisioned had become an attack 
on “artistic freedom.”

Although clearly “against the current” Teige (like Gide) was criticizing spe-
cifi c Soviet policies, not communism or even the Show Trials as such. He still 
expressed certainty that the underlying values of the Soviet Union were dis-
tinct from Stalinist practice. Speaking on behalf of the Surrealists he assured: 
“We regard the Soviet Union as a state that was born from the victory of the 
proletarian revolution, a land that has the most progressive political-economic 
structure in the world, and which is capable… of developing its productive 
capacities at a time when the capitalist economy is declining”.36 His ongo-
ing political loyalty was more than window dressing; it conveyed an ongoing 
sense of collegiality and common alliance against more serious threats – fas-
cism lead among them. Th is proved temporary. Surrealism Against the Current 
provoked fi erce condemnations from the communist press, which accused 
Teige of treason (impossible given his Czechoslovak citizenship). Even former 
allies began to suspect him of political malfeascence. When the poet Vítězslav 
Nezval broke with Teige in mid-March to defend Soviet policies, he prompted 
such an acrimonious debate among the Surrealists that he either dissolved the 
group (as he recalled) or was expelled (as they recalled).37 No longer welcome 
in the circle of communist intellectuals, Teige’s positions hardened. By April 
1938 he joined with the anti-Stalinist Left to sign the statement “We Protest” 

34 Jaroslav BOUČEK, op. cit., p. 75.
35 Karel TEIGE, Surrealismus proti proudu: surrealistická skupina odpovídá Vítězslavu Nez-

valovi, J. Fučíkovi, Kurtu Konradovi, St. K. Neumannovi, J. Rybařkovi, L. Štollovi A.J., Praha: 
Společnost Karla Teiga, 1993, p. 23.

36 Ibidem, p. 18.
37 Eg., Julius FUČÍK, “Pátá kolona mezi intelektuály”, in Tvorba, č. 7, February 18, 1938, 

MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 7.
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in opposition to Bukharin’s execution in the Second Moscow Show Trial – his 
fi rst (and last) public statement of political opposition to the Soviet Union. 
Th is was a highly symbolic moment: Bukharin’s speech at the 1934 Writers 
Congress allowed the Czech avant-garde to defend their work as compatible 
with socialist realism; his death marked a violent end to such arguments.

Th ese debates over socialist realism and cultural politics were ultimately 
overshadowed by events over which the Czech Left had little impact. Hitler’s 
demands for the independence of the Sudetenland Germans in Czechoslova-
kia’s borderlands prompted an international standoff  in May 1938 and a Nazi 
ultimatum to the Czechoslovak government soon thereafter: cede control of 
the territories or risk war. Th e crisis culminated with the signing of the Mu-
nich pact in September 1938, in which France and Great Britain handed the 
Sudetenland to Hitler and hastened the collapse of the Czechoslovak Repub-
lic. In March 1939, after six months of quasi-democratic rule under a trun-
cated second republic, Slovakia seceded from Czechoslovakia as an ostensibly 
independent fascist state and German troops seized the remaining Czech ter-
ritories. Th e remaining Czech lands were reorganized into a Nazi-controlled 
protectorate. Although the cultural debates of 1937/38 had no impact on 
these events, CPCS loyalists – Štoll lead among them – saw their debates 
in 1937/38 and the collapse of Czechoslovakia as intimately related. If the 
Munich agreement signifi ed the failure of the capitalist West to stop Nazi 
Germany, then Teige’s Against the Current signifi ed the failure of Czech intel-
lectuals to unify against fascism. Teige’s supposed “betrayal” in 1938 haunted 
him for the rest of his life, and it was Štoll who did the haunting.

Postwar currents

Th e Second World War ended in May 1945 with Soviet and American oc-
cupations of the soon-to-be-reconstituted state of Czechoslovakia. Although 
German rule in the Protectorate had been mild compared to other regions of 
Eastern Europe, thousands of its citizens had been imprisoned and most of 
its Jewish and Romani populations murdered. Th e brutality intensifi ed under 
the short-lived Th ird Republic—a time of resurgent nationalism and post-
war retribution, including the expulsion of millions of Germans and tens of 
thousands of Magyars. Amidst this „national cleansing” of supposed “traitors” 
to the Czech and Slovak nations, the CPCS assumed a dominant social and 
political role. A communist seizure of power was not inevitable after 1945, 
as Cold War historiography once maintained, but various factors paved the 
way. CPCS functionaries headed infl uential governmental ministries, includ-
ing Agriculture, Interior, Information, and Education – with sympathizers 
heading State and Defense. Th e Party also enjoyed considerable public ap-
peal. Leftist parties throughout Europe experienced a surge in popularity af-
ter the war, not least due to the victory of the Red Army over fascism. Th is 
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was especially true in Czechoslovakia, where in statewide political elections in 
May 1946 socialist parties received nearly ‘80 percent of the vote in the Czech 
lands (although considerably less in Slovakia), with communists netting 
roughly half this total. When the Th ird Republic fell to a bloodless “coup” in 
February 1948 the CPCS stood as the largest communist party in the world 
in proportion to the total population, counting one in three citizens as mem-
bers.38 As historian Brad Abrams has argued, the communist seizure of power 
was thus attributable not just to political chicanery, but also the popularity of 
the CPCS and its blundering opposition.39

In the cultural sphere, the communist functionary Václav Kopecký (1897-
1961) played an infl uential role as head of the powerful Ministry of Infor-
mation (Ministerstvo informací, or MI), responsible for state-run publishing 
houses, radio, and propaganda. Kopecký immediately began courting promi-
nent avant-garde intellectuals by off ering them lucrative positions in the MI 
or on committees that oversaw the nationalization of the entertainment and 
publishing industries. According to Kopecký, these “prized” intellectuals “per-
sonify the Czech nation” and played a key political role by channeling “the 
moral consciousness of the nation”. Th e benefi ts of mutual cooperation for 
the CPCS were obvious: “By joining into a union with them, we are bol-
stering the authority of the new regime”.40 In a demonstration of goodwill, 
even those who had lost favor with the CPCS now had a chance to redeem 
themselves. Th is was a devil’s bargain. In return for power and privileges with 
the MI, former members of the avant-garde were expected to repudiate their 
interwar heritage and embrace new forms of “progressive” art and culture. For 
many this was not a diffi  cult choice. Intellectuals throughout postwar Europe 
believed that the Second World War constituted a Stunde Null wherein even 
the most progressive cultural trends of the past no longer suffi  ced. No less in 
Czechoslovakia, where leftist intellectuals almost unanimously rejected the 
legacy of the “bourgeois” interwar Republic as a failed experiment in democ-
racy and capitalism.41 In the words of Minister Kopecký’s son Jan, a close 
friend to several former avant-gardists, interwar culture had “evolved as the 
superstructure of a rotten economic base, but now grows distant from the 
mother tongue of our people”.42

38 Muriel BLAIVE, “Th e Czechs and their Communism, Past and Present”, in D. GARD, 
I. MAIN, M. OLIVER and J. WOOD (eds.), Inquiries into Past and Present, Vienna: IWM 
Junior Visiting Fellows’ Conferences, vol. 17, 2005, p. 3.

39 Brad ABRAMS, Th e Struggle for the Soul of the Nation: Czech Culture and the Rise of 
Communism, New York: Rowman and Littlefi ed, 2005, p. 58.

40 Karel KAPLAN, Kronika komunistického československa: Doba tání, 1953-1956, Brno: 
Barrister & Principal, 2005, p. 705.

41 Bradley ABRAMS, op. cit., pp. 9-12.
42 Michal BAUER, Tíseň tmy: Aneb halasovské interpretace po roce 1948, Praha: Akropolis, 

2005, p. 63.
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Karel Teige was among those who brokered a peace with the CPCS after 
the war. According to his unpublished correspondence, he met with Party 
offi  cials in summer 1945, when he submitted a lengthy self-criticism of his 
“poorly thought out” (nepromyšlený) opinions from Surrealism Against the 
Current. Th at November he submitted a collection of his pro-Soviet political 
essays to Charles University to fulfi ll the written requirement for his doctoral 
degree. He later sent copies of these essays and the self-criticism to Minister 
Kopecký, who agreed to commission his future work, including two book-
length monographs: Modern Architecture in Czechoslovakia (Moderní archi-
tektura v ČSR) and Modern Photography (Moderní fotografi e). Kopecký even 
off ered him membership in the CPCS—at least until Štoll (a key adviser in 
the MI) recommended against it.43 Even still, he enjoyed offi  cial favor. Be-
tween 1945 and 1948 he translated, annotated, and designed book covers for 
dozens of texts through state-run publishing houses, including Svoboda, run 
by the MI functionary Jiří Taufer. Topics involving the avant-garde, although 
discouraged, were not explicitly forbidden. When Teige joined an editorial 
board of art historians and academics in 1947 organized by the MI to produce 
a fi ve-volume encyclopedia of Czech art, he was tasked with an entire volume 
on abstract art, surrealism and neo-realism. He also continued to articulate 
his ideas in public at various Party-promoted conferences and art exhibitions, 
including the 1946 congress of the Federation of Czech Writers (Svaz českých 
spisovatelů).44 

Teige also used his infl uence in the MI to denounce political rivals, as his 
correspondence with Štoll demonstrates. Following the 1946 Writers Con-
gress, Štoll asked Teige what he found disagreeable about the new govern-
ment. By his own account Teige replied: “I agree with everything, essentially, 
except for its positions against religion and the [Catholic] Church, which 
could be more energetic”. When the reactionary literary critic Fedor Soldán 
from the 1934 „Surrealism in Discussion” debates was appointed director of 
the state-run Melantrich publishing house, Teige begged Štoll to intervene. 
After labelling Soldán a fascist “collaborator”, he accused reactionaries in the 
Party of selling out on their principles: “Clearly… Soldán has benefactors 
who, in their hatred of modern art, are willing to go so far as to support this 
fl awed celebrity just because he too is a sworn enemy of it”.45 Th ese were not 
the words of a Party victim, but rather a true believer dismayed with the sys-
tem for not abiding by its promises.

Teige fared comparatively well under the Th ird Republic, a fact that did 
not immediately change in the months following the communist seizure of 

43 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 27.
44 Ibidem, cf., MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 19; LA PNP, Karel Teige – korporační kore-

spondence, inv. č. 536-554 (Melantrich), inv. č. 504-506 (F. Borový), inv. č. 555-575 (Praha: 
Ministerstvo informací).

45 Ibidem.
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power in 1948. Despite widespread purges in the print, publishing and en-
tertainment industries, he continued to receive fi nancial support from the 
MI (renamed the Ministry of Information and Enlightenment, or MIO), de-
spite the later claims of his family that he was eff ectively unemployed after 
1948.46 Teige’s pay receipts confi rm that Kopecký authorized two advances 
for his MIO contracts in summer 1948 totalling 15,000 crowns – i.e. 60 
percent more than the average income.47 Such support was hardly a secret. 
Minister Kopecký continued to speak positively of Teige’s work in public, for 
example at the Congress of National Culture that April, where he boasted of 
Teige’s volume in the forthcoming encyclopedia of Czech and Slovak art.48 
Teige felt confi dent enough to even discuss the potential for new MIO con-
tracts with Štoll, such as an annotated translation of works by Charles Fourier. 
Th at fall the Higher Education Commission, with support from the literary 
critic Jan Mukařovský, nominated Teige for a professorship at Charles Uni-
versity amidst its Stalinization, which according to the paperwork Kopecký 
approved.49 Teige never received the position however, as the current began to 
turn against him.

Th irty years of struggle?

Although Teige maintained his alliance with the CPCS and its powerful 
state ministries after 1948, he stoked resentment by refusing to repudiate the 
avant-garde. Tensions had escalated even before the seizure of power, not least 
when he helped re-established the Czech Surrealist Group in 1947, which, 
because the original members emigrated, died, or refused to participate, in-
cluded mostly students and younger artists. In December 1947, he even co-
organized an international Surrealist exhibition in Prague and gave the com-
mencement speech, provoking hysteria among Party critics, who linked it to 
his earlier speech republished in Surrealism Against the Current. Th ereafter, 
many of his former allies began abandoning him. Within weeks, the still-
independent Mánes Union of Artists rejected his manuscript on the Surrealist 
Jindřich Štyrský, and the visual artist Adolf Hoff meister withheld illustrations 
from his forthcoming translation of Maurice Nadeau’s History of Surrealism 

46 Miloš AULICKÝ, “Postscript: My Uncle, Karel Teige”, in Karel Teige/1900-1951: L‘en-
fant Terrible of the Czech Modernist Avant-Garde, p. 385.

47 LA PNP, Karel Teige – korporační korespondence, inv. č. 555-575 (Praha: MI), cf., Katedra 
informatiky a výpočetní techniky (KIV), “Průměrná hrubá měsíční mzda 1948-2007,”http://
www.kiv.zcu.cz/~vavra/mrf/Pr%F9m%ECrn%E1%20hrub%E1%20m%ECs%ED%E-
8n%ED%20mzda%201948-2007.xls (July 10, 2011).

48 Jiří KNAPÍK, v Zajetí moci: Kulturní politika, její system a aktéři, 1948-1956, Praha: 
Libri, 2006, p. 64.

49 LA PNP, Karel Teige – korporační korespondence, inv. č. 555-575 (Praha: MI).
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(Histoire du surrealisme).50 Th e communist seizure of power thus intensifi ed 
pre-existing hostilities. Th e main diff erence was that he was now unable to 
publish anything the CPCS did not approve, thanks to the rapid nationaliza-
tion of the print industry. When the publishing house O. Girgal abandoned 
its plans to release his translation of History of Surrealism in March 1948, the 
decision came so late that the printers had to melt down the plates.51 Later 
that summer Teige’s introduction to a catalogue retrospective of the modern-
ist artist Bohumil Kubišta was scrapped after the exhibition was canceled. An 
abbreviated version of the text released that fall in the journal Kvart would be 
the last work he published in his lifetime. 

During this early phase of communist rule, Teige’s position was thus pre-
cariously balanced between offi  cial favor in the MIO and intensifying per-
secution everywhere else. Th is was less an offi  cial Party position, however, 
than a general refl ection of the antipathy most Czech intellectuals felt towards 
modern art and the avant-garde. Before 1949, the communist parties of East-
ern Europe still participated in multiparty political systems, and/or struggled 
to consolidate their monopoly on political control. As a result, offi  cial toler-
ance of artistic pluralism continued to defi ne the Party’s position on cultural 
production and criticism. Th is gradually began to change in fall 1948, when 
the Soviet Union mandated sweeping reforms throughout the East bloc in 
response to the Cold War and its break with Yugoslavia.52 In Prague, plans to 
pursue an independent “Czechoslovak road” to socialism were jettisoned in 
favor of the Soviet model, which in the cultural sphere meant the “Zhdanov 
model”, or socialist realism. Th is so-called Stalinization of culture proceed-
ed slowly until the Party’s general congress in March 1949, when Kopecký 
proclaimed the Soviet socialist realism the only acceptable artistic style. Th at 
summer, amidst a wave of denunciations and purges, the MIO reneged on 
Teige’s publishing contracts and advised him to concentrate on the forthcom-
ing encyclopedia of Czech and Slovak art. When he disputed the decision, 
the ministry accused him of missing deadlines and submitting manuscripts 
that “re-worked older writings” instead of “supplying something new”. When 
plans for the encyclopedia were also canceled, he lost his last source of fi nan-
cial support.53

50 LA PNP, Karel Teige – osobní korespondence, (Adolfa Hoff meistra).
51 Rumjana DAČEVA, “Chronological Overview: Dates, Events, Publications, Manifes-
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52 For a general survey of Soviet cultural norms in Eastern Europe after 1945, see Antoine 
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Without Shores, Durham: Duke University Press, 1997, pp. 227-256.
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Th e MIO made its position on Teige a matter of public policy in January 
1950 at a special plenum of the Czechoslovak Writers Union (the Stalinized 
version of the old Federation), where Ladislav Štoll denounced him in his in-
famous speech “Th irty Years of Struggle for Czech Socialist Poetry” (Třicet let 
bojů za eskou socialistickou poesii).54 Štoll had taken an increasingly active role 
in cultural politics since February 1948, becoming a key adviser to Kopecký 
while serving on infl uential Party committees dedicated to cultural and ideo-
logical aff airs. He worked with the Party leadership starting in the summer 
of 1949 to determine which of Czechoslovakia’s intellectuals were worthy of 
canonization as socialist realists.55 His speech in January 1950 was an offi  cial 
articulation of this policy, which divided the Czech Left into two ideologically 
opposed camps: the progressives and the cosmopolitans. Borrowing heavily 
from Neumann’s Anti-Gide, Štoll analyzed the work of nearly a dozen well-
known interwar poets, both living and dead, and carefully selected every word 
in their writings that confi rmed his judgments. (For the cosmopolitans, he 
paid careful attention to their usage of terms such as “dark”, “sad”, or “black”). 
In doing so he claimed to reveal, but in fact created a fi ssure between a “social-
ist line” in poetry and an avant-garde “spiritualist line”. 

Although not a poet, Teige received special consideration in “Th irty Years 
of Struggle” as the “spiritual and theoretical leader of the Czech avant-garde.” 
Employing heavily gendered and anti-Semitic slurs, Štoll accused Teige of be-
ing a “little global citizen” (světoobčánek – a diminutive form meant to be 
both ironic and condescending) who had mystifi ed his colleagues with “eff ete” 
Parisian decadence “beloved by the Rothschilds”. As a “peddler” of “poetic il-
lusions, exoticism, and Freudian mysticism” Teige had worked “to lead poetry 
away from the revolutionary movement, to deny it its truly positive social 
function”. Although Teige’s subterfuge was not intentional—thus separating 
him from the more dangerous anti-state agitators – his subconscious predis-
position towards “cosmopolitanism,” had made him “objectively” disloyal re-
gardless of his “subjective” alliance with the CPCS and MIO.56 

Štoll’s rhetoric is curious for several reasons. First, it focused less on Teige’s 
ideas or political beliefs than his personal and psychological character. To this 
end Štoll was clearly copying the anticosmopolitan campaign currently raging 
in the USSR and ongoing investigations of anti-state conspiracies in Hungary 
and Bulgaria. It also reveals his vehement anti-Semitism, a common feature 
of communist denunciations in the early 1950s but peculiar in this context, 
given that Teige was not Jewish. It also betrays a curious omission, containing 

54 Th e published version of Th irty Years of Struggle combined Ladislav Štoll’s speech with 
a speech by Jiří Taufer on contemporary poetry. Th e following citations are taken from Štoll’s 
original version of the speech available in: MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 7.

55 Jiří KNAPÍK, “Od korektury k ideologické normě – Ze zákulisí vzniku «Třiceti let bojů» 
Ladislava Štolla”, in Soudobé dějiny, roč. XII, č. 1, 2005, pp. 62-84.

56 Ibidem.
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absolutely no references to Surrealism Against the Current, which Party critics 
widely regarded as the zenith of avant-garde treachery. Although Štoll later 
justifi ed this omission as an attempt to shield Teige from more violent acts 
of retribution (alongside his claims that Teige was not an anti-state agitator), 
this does little to account for his otherwise bloodthirsty rhetoric.57 Štoll most 
likely hoped to avoid any mention of Teige’s criticisms of Stalin and the So-
viet Union, which were especially resonant in the current climate of political 
repression.

Now without MIO protection, Teige and the other so-called “cosmopoli-
tans” denounced in “Th irty Years of Struggle” (published later that March) 
suff ered severe repercussions: public scorn, censorship, loss of travel rights, 
and loss of employment. Even the avant-gardists in Kopecký’s MIO faced 
blowback from more radical Party critics, despite Štoll’s insistence that they 
were politically reliable. Ironically, many of these individuals were reliable; 
several had even contributed ideas to early drafts of Štoll’s speech.58 Conse-
quently, whether out of fear or consent (or most likely some combination 
therein), few from the former avant-garde dared to challenge Štoll’s twisted 
interpretation. Among the few to protest was the former Surrealist and MIO 
functionary Vítězslav Nezval, who also spoke at the writers plenum. Off ering 
a meek protest at best, Nezval agreed that Štoll had been “completely correct” 
to label Teige a “cosmopolitan in every sense and meaning of the word”, but 
maintained that his former ally was a good person at heart and “not the de-
mon comrade Štoll makes him out to be”.59 

Socialist realism in discussion

Teige refused to accept his consignment to “bourgeois cosmopolitanism”. 
Instead he entered into a private correspondence with Štoll to challenge the 
gross historical distortions in “Th irty Years of Struggle”. With lengthy cita-
tions from various sources, Teige rejected Štoll’s thesis that an intellectual 
cleavage divided the interwar Left into “progressive” and “spiritualist” camps. 
Notwithstanding his positions in 1938, Teige argued that he had proclaimed 
(and continued to proclaim) his loyalties to the communist movement. He 
had opposed specifi c Soviet and CPCS policies, but he had also made posi-
tive contributions, not least in the Left Front. According to Teige, Štoll knew 
this to be true but omitted the facts to portray him as an enemy. Ultimately, 
the main issue that divided them (and continued to divide them) was the na-
ture of “socialist realism” and whether it should include Surrealism and other 

57 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 19 and 29.
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forms of artistic experimentation: “If I had just one sentence, one attempt to 
express the essence of my opinions… [it is that] I see in Picasso one of the 
most miraculous fi gures in the history of art and creativity… I regard this as 
truly revolutionary art… [and] a tragic mistake if such art is censored and 
expulsed from the public sphere as formal and degenerate”.60

Štoll stood fi rm against Teige’s criticism with a curt response that off ers 
insight into the meaning of socialist “truth” under Stalinism:

I am convinced that my characterization is truthfully conceived; minor fl uc-
tuations and occasional variance on a graph do not change the ultimate trend 
of the line. Th is is not about the nature of personal relationships…From the 
position of a historically based criticism this is about ideological orientation as 
a whole and the essence of personal character… It is about two basic concep-
tions in their embryonic form… proletarian internationalist, and yours, which 
was bourgeois cosmopolitan from the beginning.61

In other words, Teige was debating details inconsequential to the big pic-
ture: His loyalty had been a “fl uctuation”, whereas his 1938 betrayal was an 
expression of his essential character. Štoll’s misstatements were lies, but they 
illuminated a greater “objective” truth. Th is stance constituted a basic pillar 
of communist thinking throughout Eastern Europe and ideological thinking 
more generally – small lies often service a larger truth.

In an unpublished manuscript found in Štoll’s personal papers, written 
most likely in the 1970s, Štoll continued to justify this response, although he 
admitted it had been “curt”, “skewed”, and even “thoughtless” (although he 
later crossed this out):

I will readily admit that I made a great mistake [in 1950] when I did not do 
more to re-establish relations [with Teige], such as those we had during the era 
of [his journal] ReD and Left Front. Although I know, especially after reading 
his last manuscripts, that such an eff ort would have been fruitless. Even in the 
postwar years Teige remained orthodox, insisting on avant-garde individual-
ism and positioning himself against the current.62

It was Teige’s orthodoxy, not his own, that created the problem. If politics 
trumped personal loyalties, and all aesthetic debates were inherently politi-
cal, then Štoll had an obligation to denounce Teige as a political traitor and 
defended his lies in doing so.

Teige’s fi nal debate with Štoll did nothing to change his position. To the 
contrary, state repression grew worse after Záviš Kalandra, a former proponent 

60 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 25. 

61 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 19.
62 Ibidem.
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of the Surrealist group, was executed on charges of political treason in summer 
1950 alongside Milada Horáková in the fi rst Czechoslovak Show Trial. Ka-
landra had fallen under suspicion for his contacts with Western intellectuals 
and supposedly hostile opinions of the CPCS – accusations that also bedev-
iled Teige. When the secret police (státní bezpečnost, or StB) began monitor-
ing his home, he therefore braced for a similar fate by burying his library and 
burning his international correspondence. Surprisingly, he was never arrested, 
although the StB knew he was meeting with the rehabilitated Surrealist Group 
and working on their underground publication Signs of the Zodiac (Znamení 
zvěrokruhu). Only after his death did the police raid his home and arrest the 
Surrealists. Scholars have surmised that his former colleagues in the MIO may 
have infl uenced this outcome by encouraging restraint, but no evidence exists 
to support this.63 Most likely, the Party leadership never had plans for Teige 
beyond harassment and humiliation. His fear of the terror was thus greater 
than the reality – an understandable but tragic misconception.

When Teige died of a massive heart attack in October 1951 he was com-
pletely isolated as a dangerous pariah. Th e journal Tvorba commemorated his 
death with a devastating essay by the student Mojmír Grygar, entitled “Teige-
isms – A Trotskyite Agent in Czech Culture”, (Teigovština – trockistická agen-
tura v naší kultuře). Although Grygar’s article appeared part of a monolithic 
campaign to smear the deceased writer, it did not indicate, as one historian 
suggests, “what awaited [Teige] had he not died in time”.64 To the contrary, the 
chief editor of Tvorba approved the piece without authorization from appro-
priate offi  cials, who likely would have rejected it. In fact, a secret commission 
established with MIO backing in spring 1952 condemned Grygar’s opinions 
because they were “already expressed by Štoll”. Alongside other equally absurd 
charges involving the recently deceased Surrealist poet and MIO function-
ary Konstantín Biebl, the commission voted to shutter Tvorba and purge its 
editorial board.65 Nevertheless, the Grygar aff air constituted less a defense of 
Teige than a warning to avoid politically sensitive individuals without proper 
authorization. No one in the Party even blinked when months later a student 
article praised Štoll’s criticism of the “anti-Soviet, cosmopolitan Trotskyite 
Teige”, who opposed “truth” with “lies” and “darkness”.66 

63 Details of Teige’s fi nal months available in: Miloš AULICKÝ, op. cit., pp. 384-86; on 
the journal Signs of the Zodiac, see: Alena NÁDVORNÍKOVÁ, “Poslední rok Karla Teigeho: 
Sborníky Znamení zvěrokruhu”, in Karel Teige, 1900-1951, Prague: Galerie hlavního města 
Prahy, 1994, pp. 157-169; cf., NA, ÚV KSČ Kultprop, a.j. 626, 701; MÚA AVČR, Ladislav 
Štoll, k. 61.

64 Alena NÁDVORNÍKOVÁ, op. cit., p. 161.
65  In specifi c these charges involved the recently deceased poet and former Surrealist Kon-

stantín Biebl, a leading MIO department head whose work Kopecký and Štoll both deeply 
admired.

66 Karel JECH, “Jsme hrdi na to, že jsme žáky soudruha Štolla”, in Mladá fronta, (June 26, 
1952), p. 1.
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Notwithstanding his contributions to “progressive” art and politics, Teige 
became an offi  cial persona non grata in 1950—albeit within strictly defi ned 
limits. Only after Stalin’s death in 1953 and Khrushchev’s Secret Speech three 
years later did Party intellectuals begin to challenge “Th irty Years of Struggle”, 
in part by rehabilitating Teige, whose writings on architecture became blue-
prints for socialist mass housing projects. Štoll fi ercely opposed such revi-
sions, despite acknowledgments in his personal papers that they were “cor-
rect”. When Kopecký submitted a draft manuscript of his “offi  cial” history 
of the CPCS to Štoll in 1958, Štoll convinced him to replace positive refer-
ences to Teige with a criticism of his “deviations”. Štoll based such reasoning 
less on his convictions than tactical calculations: Any recognition of Teige’s 
accomplishments emboldened Party critics, for whom Teige had become a 
“hero”.67 Unable to acknowledge their “mistakes”, partially out of conviction 
and partially out of fear that it constituted political ruin, Kopecký and Štoll 
thus transformed Teige into a symbol for those who opposed Stalinism and 
increasingly communism itself.

By the early 1960s, Štoll’s denunciation of Teige thus became the site of 
a battle between Party hardliners and the more liberal reformers looking to 
supplant them. Just as Teige once symbolized an absolute evil in the world of 
socialist realism, he increasingly became a symbol of a more pluralistic vision 
of socialism crushed by the Stalinist terror. Štoll refl ected at length on this 
shift in an unpublished essay from the early 1960s:

Recently diff erent interpretations have endeavored not just to justify or 
exonerate Teige’s position [in 1938], but rather to completely rehabilitate it 
in the name of correcting [the errors] of [Stalin’s] personality cult… Such an 
ahistorical attempt at rehabilitation… necessarily leads to the conclusion that 
it was Teige and his non-conformist outlook in 1938 who had the Marxist 
foresight to see more clearly than those who formulated the basic theses… 
of the Communist International… and propounded our understanding of 
progressive art.68

If Teige’s assessment of the Soviet model in “Surrealism Against the Cur-
rent” had been correct, then the entire intellectual basis of the post-1948 com-
munist regime was built on faulty premises. Such an admission was too great 
for Štoll to bear, and he was not alone. Even during the reform era of the 
Prague Spring, 1967-1968, the CPCS leadership refused to reprint “Surreal-
ism Against the Current”. Instead the essay circulated as samizdat until 1989, 
nine years after Štoll’s death.

67 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 4.
68 MÚA AVČR, Ladislav Štoll, k. 27.
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Conclusions

Although Teige was ultimately sacrifi ed upon an ideological altar that Štoll 
helped construct, this should not elide the fact that both men spent thirty 
years fi ghting a common battle to popularize progressive (i.e. socialist real-
ist) art in Czechoslovakia. Only with the emergence of state socialism in the 
early 1950s did their many disagreements from the interwar era coalesce into 
a stark opposition, which Štoll and other Party theorists then essentialized to 
maintain a distinct line that divided Party loyalists from decadent cosmopoli-
tans. For decades thereafter, Stalinist historiography misconstrued or ignored 
the common intellectual and political heritage both men shared in the Czech 
Left to maintain the Party’s offi  cial ideological line—that avant-garde aesthet-
ics were neither “progressive” nor “constructive” to the building of socialism. 
Th e underlying assumption of such an interpretation, which I have attempted 
to problematize, is that a monolithic position existed towards cultural aff airs, 
either during the 1930s or after 1948, and only those who extolled it truly 
belonged to the communist fold. If such a monolithic position existed, then 
Teige was truly naïve to insist as he did in his letters to Štoll in 1950 that mod-
ern art was a legitimate part of the communist movement. It was not. Until 
1949-50, just as many Party functionaries were willing to tolerate such beliefs, 
if not agree with them, as they were to oppose them.

To date, western and post-communist historical literature has largely per-
petuated the myth of a monolithic communist movement in Czechoslovakia, 
not least in cultural politics. Stalinist historiography in other words has had a 
surprising infl uence on its anti-communist counterparts. In just one example, 
the historian Jacques Rupnik has argued in his survey of the early years of the 
CPCS that the rupture between leftist intellectuals and the Party was com-
plete by 1929, when Party Secretary Gottwald “succeeded in establishing a 
monolithic system of the Soviet type” and accepted only complete adherence 
to its platform.69 Th e unspoken assumption here, shared by many historians, 
is that “good” artists and writers were not complicit in the communist move-
ment unless they actively copied the Party’s offi  cial line – which by western 
standards makes them “bad” artists. To be fair, Rupnik published his text 
before 1989, meaning that he had no access to Party archives or other sources 
now readily available to researchers. However, the text was re-published in 
Czech in 2008 by the Czech Academy of Sciences (Akademie věd České re-
publiky), where it received much critical acclaim. Cold War historiography 
unquestionably persists.

69 Rupnik’s text, originally published in French in 1981, was recently translated into Czech, 
demonstrating the ongoing relevance of Cold War historiography. See: Jacques RUPNIK, 
Dějiny komunistické strany Československa – Od počátků do přezvetí moci, Helena Beguivinová 
(trans.), Prague: Academia, 2002, p. 80.
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Th e monolith myth has persisted through communist, western, and post-
communist historiography for what I would contend are two distinct rea-
sons: For the Stalinists who invented it, it allowed East European regimes 
and the Soviet Union to project an illusory image of ideological unity based 
on the scientifi c principles of Marxism-Leninism. For dissident writers, west-
ern scholars (and after 1989 the broader public) it isolated and still isolates 
communism as a brutal totalitarian system imposed from the outside, alien 
to Czech culture and political traditions. At the same time, this allows for a 
re-appropriation of modern artists and avant-garde intellectuals (whose work 
is widely respected abroad) as a venerable part of the First Republic and its 
democratic traditions. Th at post-communist states have worked to reinterpret 
their communist past as a foreign blemish on an otherwise glorious narrative 
of national greatness is unsurprising. More surprising is that in doing so con-
temporary scholarship has maintained myths conceived by Stalinist historiog-
raphy. As Muriel Blaive recently suggested, contacts and exchanges between 
communist dissidents and Western scholars during the Cold War existed “in 
a mutually infl uential way” to create and reinforce skewed interpretations of 
the Stalinist era in Czechoslovakia as the most brutal in Eastern Europe.70 I 
would argue one step further that this mutual exchange should also include 
the Stalinists, whose interpretations of Czechoslovak history have infl uenced 
both dissident and western scholarship, albeit for quite diff erent reasons.

Even in Cold War historiography one can fi nd glimpses of the complex 
relationship between state socialism and former avant-gardists, although few 
contemporaries chose to acknowledge it. For example, when the émigré jour-
nalist Ferdinand Peroutka delivered an obituary for Teige on Radio Free Eu-
rope, he envisioned the writer burning in Hell with the functionaries who 
persecuted him, divided only by their “artistic taste”.71 Peroutka’s admittedly 
vicious statement illuminates an important point: Many of the political dif-
ferences between Teige and Štoll were matters of emphasis or aesthetics, not 
fundamental principles. Teige did not readily defend the right of Catholic 
thinkers and conservatives to “free speech” after 1945, nor was he loath to use 
state-sponsored repression against those he viewed as ideological enemies – 
such as Fedor Soldán.

Th is is not to deny that some avant-garde artists did suff er after 1948, and 
some, like Teige, even died. Th eir loss remains a profound tragedy. However, 
neither the avant-garde nor the Party’s socialist realists appeared in “black and 
white” as victims and perpetrators of a communist monolith. Rather, they 

70 Muriel BLAIVE, “Th e Danger of Over-Interpreting Dissident Writing in the West: 
Communist Terror in Czechoslovakia, 1948-1968”, in Friederike Kind-KOVÁCS and Jessie 
LABOV (eds.), From Samizdat to Tamizdat: Transnational Media During and After Socialism, 
New York: Berghahn, 2012, forthcoming.

71 Jaromír HOŘEC, Doba ortelů: Dokumenty – vzpomínky – iluze a skutečnosti, Prague: 
Scholaris, 1992, p. 105.
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existed in an ambiguous “gray zone”, which I borrow from Primo Levi’s de-
scription of the moral complexity of the Holocaust. While Stalinist Czecho-
slovakia was never as violent or destructive as Nazi Germany during the Sec-
ond World War, it was most certainly a sponsor of state-sanctioned politi-
cal violence and terror, making the “gray zone” analogy entirely appropriate. 
Ironically, Štoll himself recognized these moral complexities when he refl ected 
on the danger of those who defended Teige’s Surrealism Against the Current 
after 1956. In his private notes he wrote: “Th ings are more complicated than 
they seem at fi rst glance. Above all we commit a great off ense against truth… 
when we tear historical events from their context, and the climate in which 
they occurred”.72 Clearly, he spoke from experience.
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